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[A] Read the following comprehension and answer the following questions.
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[02]

The Barber replied. “You do me an injury by calling me a chatterer. For, everyone says I a very quite.
I have six brothers whom you might call chaterers. Their names are Bacbone (buk-bon), Bakbarea ( Bukburia), Bakbac ( buk-buk). Acouz(ul-kooz), Alnaschee ( ul-nashi ) and Schacabac ( sha- ka- bak ) One is quite
blind, one is tootheless, one is half blind, one is quite blind, one is deaf and the other has a defect in his
speech and they are all great takers, but I am the youngest of my family, and I am very quite and sparing with
words.”
1.

Why did the Sultan called the barber chatterer?

2.

How many brothers did the barber have?

[B] Answer the following questions based on the text.

Q-2

1.

Who was the quite one in the class?

2.

Why was the Sultan in a hurry?

3.

Why did the barber want a lot of food?

Answer the following questions based on the comprehension.

[03]

[05]

“ I never can do it.” the little kite said,
As he looed a the others high over his head.
“ I know I should fall if I tried to fly.”
“Try,” said the big kite, only try !
Or I fear you never will learn at all.
“But the little kite said: “ I’m afraid I’ll fall.
“ The big kite nodded: ” Ah, well good-bye;
I am off.” And he rose toward the tranquil sky.
Then the little kote’s paper stired at the sight.
And trembling he shook himself free for flights.
1.

Why was the little Kite Scared?

2.

Why was the little Kite ‘thrilled with pride’?

3.

What could the little kite see from the sky?

4.

Give rhyming words from the poem.
[a] cried

[b] pride

[c] alone

[d] air
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Give meaning.
[1] Opinion

[2] Chatterer

[4] barely

[5] stare

[3] dessert

Write opposites by using the prefix dis-im-, or un-.
[1] advantage 

[2] Moral





[5] agree



[4] expected
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[05]

Write 10 sentences on “The Republic day ”

[05]
[3] tidy 

[05]
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